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Introduction

Welcome to the Folk Arts – Cultural Treasures School (FACTS) and the Philadelphia Folklore Project’s (PFP) teachers guide for a whole-school folk arts residency. Here we share our experiences about an approach to education that we believe matters, our thinking about a set of concepts that shape our practice, and our deep appreciation for the knowledge and experiences that artist Losang Samten generously shares with the children at our school. This is a folk arts education curriculum for an artist residency. We present here the curricular framework, its scope and sequence, and summaries of all the learning activities. We invite interested readers to visit our websites where they will find detailed unit plans for use with students in grades Kindergarten through eighth grade.

This folk arts residency curriculum has several unique features. First, it is a residency that occurs with the same visual artist every year. Second, the residency is structured to involve the whole school (almost 500 students) in interactions with the artist within classroom-sized groups of students. Third, the curriculum is designed as a nine-week unit of study, but it is delivered for only one week each year over a nine year period.

This curriculum also contains features that are found in many other folk art education curriculums. It is focused upon the folk art of a community-recognized master of the art form of a particular cultural community. Curricular activities integrate with multiple content areas, which for our curriculum include - but not limited to - the arts, social studies, language arts, science, math, and health. Activities are designed to arrive at understandings that are not housed in a particular academic content area commonly taught in schools, but are nonetheless understandings that are important for developing lifelong learners. The activities in our curriculum, like many others in folk art education, develop inquiry skills within young learners that have applicability to learning inside and outside of school.

We furthermore recognize that our curriculum contains elements that overlap with peace education, multicultural education, and area studies. These are not our emphases, but we would love to hear how our work is of use to those seeking to learn more in those approaches to education.

We consider this curriculum as an important step for us that builds upon what we have learned so far in doing this folk arts residency and extends it into a map guiding what we will do next year and beyond. It is grounded in our experiences with Losang Samten as a folk artist in residence for the whole school for most of the ten years FACTS has existed. But we had never previously had the dedicated time to reflect upon our learning and develop a curriculum that would ensure the students’ learning with this artist fit into a systematic sequence. Working together as a team on this project also allowed us to examine our own evolving consciousness about folk arts education. We kept an emphasis
on the understandings we seek for young learners to attain throughout their years of work with Losang by using the Understanding by Design backwards-mapping curriculum framework of Wiggins and McTighe (2011). We feel that concepts within the enduring understandings we developed have application far beyond the specific folk arts residency of this curriculum. We can see how these enduring understandings will be useful in shaping our other folk arts residencies. We anticipate that our work in crafting enduring understandings may have application and use within folk arts residencies in many other schools and educational settings.

We now provide some context for the whole-school residency that is contained in this curriculum that will illuminate why we have chosen to work with Losang Samten and use this residency model. In December when students everywhere in America are anticipating their family winter holidays and the long winter break from school, schools will mark the time of year with their own celebrations. At the Folk Arts – Cultural Treasures Charter School, December is a time to celebrate peace. The music program at the school presents a Peace Day concert where students perform for their fellow students and family visitors. Each homeroom also presents some evidence of how they thought about peace or activities they did on working toward peace. Helping students develop peaceful ways of being in the world is one of the ways FACTS enacts a value of working toward a world that is more socially just1. The school’s focus on folk arts provides another avenue for student learning – learning about how peace is valued and expressed by different cultures and how folk arts can play an important role in working on peace.

Not long after the school began, PFP and FACTS chose to invite Tibetan sand mandala artist, Losang Samten into the school to conduct a whole-school folk arts residency. This residency has been funded continuously from a mix of grant funds and school funds. The residency was structured to provide an opportunity for every child to interact with Losang as he created a beautiful work of art in the foyer outside of the lunchroom. December was selected as the perfect time for this residency since the mandala creation process is a way Losang works on peace. When students observe Losang’s creative process, the youngsters have an opportunity to deepen their understanding about the role folk arts can play in

1 Students recite the FACTS School Pledge daily

We care for one another and learn together.
There is no limit to what we can learn.
Our families and our elders know important things and we take time to learn from them.
We learn to help ourselves and our community.
We learn to be strong and act with courage.
All people have a right to use their own languages and to honor their own cultures.
Creative expression is part of our lives and part of our school.
We work to build a fair and peaceful world.
The earth is our home and we must take care of it
many things, including working on peace. Having Losang create and dismantle a mandala during a consecutive eight-day period allows each of the 18 homeroom classes to visit with him for at least one class period. Having Losang return each year to create a different mandala each time enables students to deepen their understandings and reinforce the importance of what this school values.

We have written this guide for use by an audience of teachers at FACTS, there are two other groups of educators who we feel could find this guide of value and use. The first group of educators includes those of you who are working with Losang Samten or another sand mandala artist from the Tibetan tradition. You will find here guidance in structuring systematic learning activities for various age students that take into account the specifics of this art form and its cultural context. The second audience is educators who are doing, or who seek to do, a whole-school folk arts residency. This document presents a model for developing learning activities that engage students more deeply with the artist, the art form and its cultural context. If you are planning to host a whole-school residency, you can find here a way of structuring it that helps teachers to support student learning about the artist, art form and cultural context even when there is limited face-time with the artist.

Though the ideal structure for working with folk artists in school residencies is to have core groups of students interacting with the artist multiple times to experience art making and learn about the artist, art form and its context, rarely do schools have sufficient funding to execute this structure with all students in a school. A common structure that schools currently use for bringing in a folk artist to interact with a whole-school is the assembly program format. Assemblies tend to work better for performing art forms rather than visual art forms. The assembly structure does allow for all students to see the art form, but the stage and large audience limits interaction possibilities between the artist and students. Furthermore, an assembly setting does not allow for much differentiation for different ages of students in the material the artist(s) present.

In this teacher’s guide, we present our model of a six-day long residency with a folk artist that has the emerging piece of art available to everyone in the whole school all week, and the artist working with classroom-sized groups of students throughout each day until every homeroom has interacted with him at least once. This guide provides guidance to teachers to help the students focus their learning within the class period they have to interact with the artist. By situating the artist interaction class period within a teacher-directed mini-unit, the students’ experience with the artist is maximized. Each mini-unit guides student learning toward gaining multiple enduring understandings about the artist, art form, or its context that are developmentally appropriate for their age. Our model contains a spiraling sequence that systematically revisits focus areas every three years. Ours is an annual residency model structure that uses the same folk artist year after year. This model allows for students to deepen and extend their relationship with the artist through sequenced
instruction. Students have at least nine meaningful interactions with the artist that throughout the years that build upon rather than repeat the same experience over and over.

Since our teacher’s guide is geared for working with a visual artist, we anticipate that schools working with folk artists in a variety of visual art forms will easily be able to find much in our model that is of use. We hope schools working with folk artists in performing art forms might also find many useful aspects within our model that could be applied to their folk arts residencies. Many schools may find our model of interest because of the fiscal constraints they face coupled with a desire to impact as many of their students as possible given the limited funds available. We have written this for our own use, but we hope other educators, whether working with Losang or some other folk artist, will use it making the modifications and changes they need to for their schools. We would be delighted if some of you might be inspired by our work to build other types of models for working with folk artists that you would be willing to share back with us.

Our process

After years of hosting Teacher Losang, we teachers at FACTS wanted to streamline our folk arts curriculum in order to deepen student understanding, explore pathways for curriculum integration, and create a spiral of learning from Kindergarten to 8th grade. We wanted to harness the learning surrounding Teacher Losang as students examine his identity as a folk artist, his community, his art form, and the beautiful mandala he was making each year. We also wanted to expand our understanding about folk arts education through deeper discussions about how we were doing it with the Losang residency.

FACTS administration applied for and received initial funding to get this project started through a special program of the American Folklore Society. The funding made it possible for a group of FACTS educators to collaboratively work together with PFP’s Education Specialist as a consultant to guide the process. FACTS teachers, interested and available to gather on Sundays, completed applications to be part of the project. The resulting team included teachers with classroom experience in all grades of the school and specialists with experience in English as a Second Language, special education, and arts education instruction. PFP’s Education Specialist had extensive experience in folk arts education curriculum development. With additional funding procured through PFP, the team was able to continue to work together one Sunday a month for four months.

We began our collaborative process by envisioning what we wanted our students to take with them when they left our school. We considered the understandings we wanted them to have attained in the four focus areas of the artist, the art form, the community and context, and the piece of art. Though student learning with Losang was foremost in our
minds, we found that we had to think more generally about what folk artists could bring to students to arrive at a list of enduring understandings that we honed into a working list through deliberation.

We next interviewed Losang Samten to deepen our understanding of his art and its context. He generously shared stories of his experiences and explained the complex process of creating his art. Throughout our work together, Losang helped us consider more thoughtfully the relationship between the art form he practices and the Tibetan religion and political situation.

Though we set the structure of the grades for the spiral of focus areas as a group, we could not sequence the enduring understandings without forming the age-appropriate essential questions. In the backwards curriculum design process we were following, the next steps were to create essential questions, assessment activities, and then the learning activities. The team broke into small groups that were reconfigured for each grade level to maximize the various types of educational expertise in the room. The small groups developed grade-specific mini-units to serve as a starting point for student learning in the sand mandala residency that teachers could expand upon to meet even more learning goals than just the ones we specified. The developers of this curriculum could only suggest other potential learning activities for further integration into various curricular areas because we could not know which mandala design a student might see when they were in any particular grade.

Developing these mini-units was a very dynamic collaborative process. Small groups would spontaneously involve the rest of the room in discussions surrounding issues such as ways to handle introducing the connection between Buddhism and the Tibetan mandala art form into public schools that have concerns about keeping a distance between church and state, or brainstorming other practices in children’s lived experiences that involve impermanence (i.e. an

I have grown in many ways during this workshop. From the start when we spoke about Understanding by Design I began to have a greater understanding of how the framework works. When we shared about our concerns and our goals, we were able to focus our attention and efforts to developing a curriculum that would meet many of those needs. I really enjoyed working with my colleagues to generate ideas for the enduring understandings and it seemed almost magical how all the pieces fit together for the scope and sequence of the curriculum. Through this process, I've discovered what it means to listen actively to other's thoughts and concerns and how to work together to create solutions that we can agree on. I've also learned more about folk arts learning, especially in regards to the complexity of observation and the knowledge and skills observation can provide. I really enjoyed this process of learning and growing with everyone.

Fanny Tan, team member
elaborately cooked meal that is eaten, or a celebratory event that only takes place on a particular date) so children could do “me-to-we” activities to help them understand cultural processes. Drawing upon the greater expertise within the room added more dimensions to the mini-units. We kept a list of questions for Losang and interviewed him again when there was a break in his busy schedule. We got feedback from Losang on our developing learning activities and enlisted his help in creating support materials for the curriculum such as a PFP filming of Losang leading the dismantling process with one of his sand mandalas. We invited FACTS teachers who were not part of the team to serve as blind peer reviewers and provide thoughtful critique for our revisions of the mini-units. Getting feedback from so many on what we were developing was very important to us for we wanted to create a curriculum that could be of maximal use.

**Enduring understandings**

Wiggins and McTighe (2011) consider enduring understanding as the primary goal when designing curriculum. By this they mean that instruction should be designed to develop and deepen students’ ability to make meaning of learning via “big ideas” and to transfer their learning. In developing curriculum with understanding as the goal, the starting point is the desired result with the evidences of the development of understanding and the learning activity plan then aligned with the goal. This backwards mapping curricular development process that Wiggins and McTighe developed is called Understanding by Design.

When folk artists work with students, the youngsters have the possibility of developing many enduring understandings that have the potential for transference to both school and community situations. We decided to cluster enduring understandings into four focus areas: the artist, the art form, the community and context, and the specific piece of art. These focus areas are interconnected so students can develop understandings that overlap and cross them. Nonetheless, using these four areas focuses teaching and learning into manageable mini-units by foregrounding related sets of enduring understandings. The enduring understandings we determined to place within each area of focus for student learning about folk art are not exhaustive – many more are possible. We do not have any particular order for the enduring understandings we present in each focus area. The enduring understandings are labeled A, B, C, etc. to help you cross-reference them within the mini-units for each grade. Our mini-units many not use all of the enduring understandings in each set. But we felt it important to keep them all since these enduring understanding will be of use in shaping curriculum in other folk art residencies at the school. Besides, students might discover other understandings in the process of working with an artist. We want teachers to be aware of and consider some of the possible enduring understandings that students might find.
Because we used Understanding by Design as the framework to create our mini-units, we first determined enduring understandings we wanted students to develop and then essential questions to help guide the students as they develop these big ideas in folk arts. The enduring understandings in the four focus areas are goals we want students to develop, but they are also intended to serve as foundational understandings that students can build upon as they pursue a lifelong involvement in exploring and learning in folk arts.

Focus area 1: The artist  
(In this case: Losang Samten - the person)

Set of enduring understandings:
A) People have experiences we can learn from. Each individual has important knowledge and experiences that make them a cultural asset.
B) Artists go through a training to learn their art form. Learning an art form is a process that takes time to master.
C) The artist’s life and history affect his art form and vice versa. The pieces of art reflect the life experiences of the artist.
D) The artist benefits from doing the art and helps bring peace to himself and those around him.

Focus area 2: The community and context  
(In this case: the Tibetan communities and how mandalas are contextualized within them)

Set of enduring understandings:
A) Communities have artistic ways of sharing what is important to them. An art form can arise from the needs, history, resistance, struggles in a community.
B) Communities have art forms that have external and/or internal audiences.
C) Traditions change over time.
D) Communities strive to maintain traditions despite challenges.
E) Marginalized communities have different levels of challenges to maintain art forms and ways of life with groups of people actively working to destroy them (power structures in society)

Focus area 3: The art form  
(In this case: the art form of mandalas)

Set of enduring understandings:
A) Symbolism exists in art that reflects experiences, beliefs, values, morals, ideas, and virtues.
B) Art reflects a shared experience of a time and place and impacts/anchors societies.
C) Art forms are taught. Each art form has its own methods and guidelines/traditions, and its own aesthetics/rules (e.g. who makes the art form, where it is made, etc.). The art form’s meaning can change over time and this can be influenced by the artist (e.g. reason for why use each type of material).

D) Art forms have a process and an object. Something can be learned from the process and the product (i.e. dismantling).

E) Context impacts the interpretation/experience of the participants and the artist (e.g. school setting vs temple, level of experience). Art forms can transform based on people and cultural influences.

F) The art form serves as a record-keeper or placeholder of the history of a group of people and is a way to teach younger generation about the history of the group and self-identity.

G) Art forms can be part of a reflective, spiritual, emotional practice.

H) There is collective wisdom about the principles to live by that can be gained in interacting with a piece of an art form.

Focus area 4: The specific piece of art
(In this case: each year’s sand mandala design i.e. the Wheel of Life or the Medicine Buddha Mandala for Healing)

Set of enduring understandings:

A) Different communities can share common symbols and themes. There are different interpretations for a symbol based on culture/background.

B) No single piece of art stands alone. It has meaning. It is influenced by and impacts the culture, the artist’s experiences, and the audience.

C) The interpretation of the artwork is based on the perception of the audience/individual. There may or may not be shared experience. There may be some commonalities within viewers’ interpretations, but they are never exactly the same and may differ from what the artist intended.

Scope of an artist’s knowledge
Tip for teachers in working with Losang (or any artist):

- Do not worry about striving to become ‘expert’ in the artist’s knowledge - it’s a partnership.
- An artist knows more than s/he could possibly share with your students in the limited time available.
- Help guide the artist toward aspects of his/her knowledge that will be most useful to share with the students in achieving a particular lesson goal.
- Be prepared for other enduring understandings or cultural processes to be revealed that are in addition to the ones you have planned for the students to work on in your
lesson. This can happen because the artist might decide it is relevant or important to share other aspects of the art or additional contextual information with the students.

**Resources about Losang Samten**

[www.losangsamten.com](http://www.losangsamten.com) — Losang's own website is a valuable, primary resource and worth looking through to see what is contained on every page. On his website you can find his story about leaving Tibet, becoming a monk and learning his art form. He has resources and links that can provide additional contextual information.

On Losang’s website, you can find images and videos of some of his sand mandalas. Though he knows and makes many designs in the Tibetan tradition, Losang typically chooses to create a mandala of one of the following six designs for school residencies:

- Wheel of life
- Medicine Buddha for healing
- Wheel of time
- Wheel of compassion
- Light
- Peace

**Other resources**

In the mini-units of this curriculum you may need to access particular information about Losang or particular images of his mandalas to support the learning activities. These are freely available through Losang’s website [www.losangsamten.com](http://www.losangsamten.com), FACTS’ website [www.factschool.org](http://www.factschool.org) or PFP’s website [www.folkloreproject.org](http://www.folkloreproject.org).

Teachers may wish to learn more about Tibet, the Tibetan mandala tradition and the Tibetan community in the United States. We invite teachers to start their research on these topics through Losang’s website and PFP's website.

**Scope and sequence for entire curriculum**

The overall goal of the scope and sequence for this curriculum is to provide each grade level with a singular area of focus and corresponding set of enduring understandings. Three of the four area of focus have been selected to spiral throughout the nine years of mini-units: the art form, the artist, and the community and context. Students will cycle through these areas of focus every three years. Every third year, when students study a focus area again, they will address a subset of that focus area's enduring understandings. Some enduring understandings will be addressed by students at multiple grade levels; others will be addressed only once. The enduring understandings not included directly in the mini-units are still available for student learning should teachers wish to use them.
When an enduring understanding spans more than one grade level, the mini-units have different essential questions to deepen students’ knowledge and understanding while avoiding repetition.

The fourth area of focus - the specific piece of art - while not in our scope and sequence can be included as a part of the residency each and every year. Because the design Losang creates changes each year, teachers are encouraged to take advantage of the meaning and symbolism of any given mandala to build additional learning activities for their students. For example, the medicine mandala lends itself to health units and the time mandala lends itself to math.

The scope and sequence graphics below outline the three main areas of focus and the set of enduring understandings featured within each grade that guide the spiraling mini-units of study for grades K-8.

- **Kindergarten**
  - A) Symbolism exists in art that reflects experiences, beliefs, values, morals, ideas, and virtues.
  - C) Art forms are taught. Each art form has its own methods and guidelines/traditions, and its own aesthetics/rules.

- **3rd grade**
  - D) Art forms have a process and an object. Something can be learned from the process and the product.

- **6th grade**
  - F) The art form serves as a record-keeper or placeholder of the history of a group of people and is a way to teach younger generation about the history of the group and self-identity.
  - G) Art forms can be part of a reflective, spiritual, emotional practice.
  - H) There is collective wisdom about the principles to live by that can be gained in interacting with a piece of an art form.
1st grade

- A) People have experiences we can learn from. Each individual has important knowledge and experiences that make them a cultural asset.
- B) Artists go through a training to learn their art form. Learning an art form is a process that takes time to master.

7th grade

- C) The artist’s life and history affect his art form and vice versa. The pieces of art reflect the life experiences of the artist.
- D) The artist benefits from doing the art and helps bring peace to himself and those around him.

2nd grade

- A) Communities have artistic ways of sharing what is important to them. An art form can arise from the needs, history, resistance, struggles in a community.

5th grade

- A) Communities have artistic ways of sharing what is important to them. An art form can arise from the needs, history, resistance, struggles in a community.
- B) Communities have art forms that have external and/or internal audiences.

8th grade

- B) Communities have art forms that have external and/or internal audiences.
- D) Communities strive to maintain traditions despite challenges.
- E) Marginalized communities have different levels of challenges to maintain art forms and ways of life with groups of people actively working to destroy them (power structures in society).
Mini-units of study

Nine sample grade-specific mini-unit plans along with the corresponding lesson plans make up the curriculum developed for use with this teachers guide. There is one sample unit per each grade: K through 8. The mini-unit plans outline the enduring understandings, essential questions, knowledge, skills, and performance assessment that can be used. Each mini-unit also indicates its alignment with FACTS’ Folk Arts Standards. The lesson plans contain a more practical sequence of instructional activities to explore the essential questions. Each mini-unit includes approximately four sessions of lessons that address before, during, and after the visit with the artist, Losang Samten.

We summarize each mini-unit here so you can get a sense of its contents and more easily see the scope and sequence that guide students into greater depth in understanding each year. The detailed mini-unit plans can be found on FACTS’ website www.factschool.org or PFP’s website www.folkloreproject.org. The mini-units are dynamic with FACTS teachers refining, adjusting and adding to them as they enact them with their students. We would like to provide teachers with the latest versions of the mini-units (and with new ones as teachers develop them for specific mandala designs). Therefore, we are providing access to the mini-unit plans on our website and encourage you to get them there. Some lessons suggest you use certain instructional resources like photographs of Losang’s mandala design elements, or videos of one of his mandala’s being created or dismantled. Such resources can also be found on our websites.

Mini-unit summaries

**K** Kindergarteners will learn about the tools used to create a sand mandala and will learn that symbols are objects with meaning. They will compare tools used to make art forms they know with the tools Losang uses to make a sand mandala. They will hear a story about the Wheel of Life Mandala to learn of symbols used in mandalas. The students will then create their own sand mandala using similar tools and will create their own symbol using a circle.

**1st** First graders will focus on Losang as an artist. They will learn how, when, where, and why an artist learns a specific art form by comparing and contrasting their school experience with that of Losang’s at a Tibetan monastery. The students will reflect on the purpose of practicing art by interviewing Losang during his visit. As a culminating project, the students will create a Venn diagram comparing Losang and themselves.

**2nd** Second graders will reflect upon rituals in their own lives, the meaning behind these rituals, and feelings they may have during these rituals through the context of the mandala. They will learn the important ideas of mindfulness and impermanence through meditation.
and the dismantling process. Through video, read-alouds, and a visit from Losang they will participate in the practice of meditation.

3rd Third graders will learn about the process of creating a piece of art and the experience of creation and completion. They will learn the step-by-step process of how to create a sand mandala and record the information. Throughout the week, students will continue to observe and record the creation of the mandala and learn from the class representative the last step of dismantling. They will reflect on an experience of when they created something and share what the experience was like before, during and after the creation of the product.

4th Fourth graders will begin the process of thinking of themselves as learners and how cultural practices may change over time through Losang’s training and experience as a mandala artist. They will be exposed to Tibetan history and Losang’s experience as a refugee in India using photographs and a powerpoint presentation. Losang will also visit the classroom and teach students a skill around mandala-making.

5th Fifth graders will discover two sides of the argument on whether or not a tradition should be shared and how sharing a tradition with a worldwide audience may impact the tradition. The fifth graders will learn about the struggle between Tibet and China and experience what it is like to lose their identity. They will learn about the reasons for and significance of Losang sharing the sand mandala with the worldwide audience. They will learn and identify with the two sides of the debate regarding whether or not this tradition should be shared. The fifth graders will take a stance regarding whether a tradition should be kept within a specific group and express the reasons for their choice in an argumentative essay outline.

6th Sixth graders will explore the sand mandalas through the lens of symbolism and collective wisdom. They will observe specific symbols used in Losang’s mandalas and discuss the meanings and messages behind the designs. After an interview session with Losang, the students will select one symbol and reflect on its meaning. Then, each student will create their own symbol of peace accompanied by a caption. The unit ends with a gallery walk of peace symbols in time for a school-wide peace concert.

7th Seventh graders will explore how Losang’s life experience affected him, both as a student of the art form and as a practitioner of the art form. Through group discussion, video and print materials and direct interview with the artist, students will come to understand both how the medium influences the artist and the artist influences the medium. Students will be able to explain why Losang shares his mandala practice with as wide an audience as he can.
8th Eighth graders will explore how the practice of creating sand mandalas is a way to maintain Tibetan cultural practices. They will be able to explain why Losang and others work hard to maintain this practice in the face of forces that are repressing Tibetan culture. They will also reflect on how the artist both maintains and interprets the art form over time.

**Skills of folk arts education**

A residency with a folk artist provides rich opportunities for students to develop their skills in investigating culture. Here are some of the skills of folk arts education that students utilize and develop in this curriculum:

- **Observation**
  - Objective (record)
  - Subjective (respond)
  - Reflection
  - Perspective shifting
- **Interviewing**
  - Questioning
  - Listening
- **Conceptual terms for understanding culture**
  - ex: traditions, folk group, worldview, rules
- **Analysis**
  - Patterning and categorization
  - Comparison and relationships
- **Meaning making/ explaining**
  - Enduring understandings
  - Cultural processes
- **Representation**

**Scheduling when to teach the mini-units**

The mini-unit lessons can be conducted during any time block of teacher’s choosing as the lessons connect to various content areas, such as English Language Arts, Math, Science, Social Studies, and Art. Some suggested time blocks for FACTS teachers to conduct these lessons are morning meetings, CPR, and FACTS class. The lessons and discussions that take place align well with the structure of morning meeting and CPR so these are ideal blocks to conduct the lessons. The mini-units are designed to occur at the same time as Losang’s residency, but pay attention to which part of his residency is best suited for each mini-unit plan. Some grades should visit with Losang at the very beginning of his residency, so those
mini-units must be started before Losang arrives in order for students to be prepared for their time with him.

**Structuring your visit with Losang**

Your class’ session with Losang is a time for the students to observe him while he practices his art form *and* a time to expand your students’ area of investigation. The way that you structure this time is up to you and depends upon what you ask of Losang.

Here are some suggested tips that you can do as the host teacher of this residency that could contribute to your students having a maximally productive session with Losang. Consider beginning your students’ session with Losang by:

- seating your students around the mandala
- introducing your students to Losang
- setting the tone and expectations for student behaviors during the session with him
- informing Losang about the focal area the students have been covering and aspects within it that they would like to explore further with him
- discussing with Losang the activities you would like him to do with your students in the limited time you have together (as mini-unit suggests and/or from the following list)
- being an active participant yourself in the session by helping facilitate student participation in sharing, speaking with or asking questions of Losang
- jumping in throughout the session to help students behaviorally if they might be struggling
- reminding students to express gratitude at the session’s end

You might find that the planned activities you had for your students to do with Losang will not require the whole class period to complete. There is always great value in having your students practice their observation skills by watching Losang work. However, there are many other activities Losang could do with them. Here are some suggested activities you could ask Losang to do with your students.

- guide students in an experience with meditation
- tell stories: either personal narratives from his lived experiences or stories that connect to some aspect of that year’s mandala design
- answer questions your students might have
- explain the sections of the mandala or other specific design elements
- listen to your students share a selection of their explorations into their ‘me-to-we’ experiences about a specific topic
- guide a few students to make short lines or circles of sand using the "chakpo" tool
- teach the students a chant, song or dance
Next year and beyond

At the end of a teacher professional development workshop on folk arts education earlier this year, one of our colleagues commented on how much she liked that this approach to education starts with questions, works through all this stuff, and gets you back to more questions. Her observations could describe this team’s experience in creating this curriculum.

We have gotten to a point where there is so much more we want to know. What modifications should we make after unit plans are implemented? How will mini-units involve specials teachers? How does the sand mandala tradition connect with the recent explorations within Tibetan Buddhism in investigating its connection to science? What other lessons and insights into the world could students learn from each sand mandala? How could the Tibetan sand mandala’s tradition of teaching architectural design inform the creation of a math mini-unit? How can we apply the instructional practices of folk arts education in other units of study to reinforce student inquiry skill development and knowledge of other cultural traditions?

Armed with this curriculum, we anticipate the coming of winter when Losang will return to FACTS and the students will engage in the mini-units. We look forward to seeing what new understandings they develop and what new insights and questions we will develop into how to guide student learning.